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Quadratic equations are equations where the highest power of the variable 
(usually ) is two!

> Accelleration

Quadratic equations come in different flavors (forms)

Factored form a(x - p)(x - q) = 0 4(x - 12)(x + 5) = 0

a(x - h)2 + k = 0 4(x - 12)2 + 3 = 0

 quadratic equations (like any equation) means...finding the value(s) of the 
variable that make it 

There are several techniques that are all helpful in different situations:

> Using a formula

We will look at these in 6A, beginning with factoring.

 - 2) = 0  (Remember what a 

 multiply to zero, one of them must equal zero.  This is called 
the property

 - 2) = 0, then either (
equations which we can  = 1 or 
= 2 are the two values we need.  So notice 

x - 5)(x - 1) = 0
So, 

c
 +

 d

(a + b)(c + d)

 + bd

Try factoring a few expressions:

Below are a bunch of lessons developing and reviewing factoring quadratics.  

However, rather than take time going through them, I suspect that students 

have a basic foundation and only really need work with the more difficult 

situations.  So at this point we will jump to some practice to see how to handle 

various complexities.
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(a + b)  + 2ab + b

ab

ab
 = a  + 2ab + b

a
 - b

a - b a - b

Special patterns are especially useful when the leading coefficient (a) is not one.

factoring is a step in solving quadratic equations.  Sometimes you have 
to manipulate first.
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Factor out the Greatest Common Factor (GCF) first

Factor 3 2

Notice that there is a common factor in all three terms!

2

2

3 2

2
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Example: Solve 3  - 8 = 0

Can I  - 8?  Well, hmmm...

One way is to guess and check! (it can be tedious, but not always)

Can you reverse think FOIL?

The FIRSTS have to mul./ply to give 3.  So they must be 1 & 

The LASTS have to have diff/erent signs and mul./ply to give 8.  Possibili./

-1 & 8, 1 & -8, -2 & 4, 2 & -4

So the only possibili./es are

Which one will add to a middle term of +10

In this case, it's (3  + 4) so the solu./ons to the equa./on are 2/3 and -

 - 2  - 8 = 0

The fi/rsts have to mul./ply to give 15.  So they must be  15 & 1  or 5 &

The lasts have to have diff/erent signs and mul./ply to give

-1 & 8, 1 & -8, -2 & 4, 2 & -4

So the "only" possibili./es are

Isn't this going a bit far?

 are not prime numbers, there is a be?/er way!
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2

1) Calculate 

2

Factor out the  from the first two terms
Factor the "twin" from the last two terms!

2 2 Voila!

Let's try that again....
2

1) Calculate 

2

Factor out the  from the first two terms

Factor the "twin" from the last two terms!

2 2 Yay!
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1) Check to see if you can factor (discriminant)
2) Factor out a GCF
3) Look for special patterns
4) Use reverse FOIL if a = 1
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Solve the equation
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6A.1* 1aegikl,2behk,3bdf Solve quadratics by factoring

QB: #1, 9
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6A.1* 1aegikl,2behk,3bdf Solve quadratics by factoring

QB: #1, 9

Factoring to solve quadratic equations

1. Start by rearranging to standard form

2. Remember that x = 0 might be a solution!

3. Factor out any GCF

> Careful with dividing by x since x = 0 may be a solution

4. Consider removing fractions by multiplying through by a common denominator

5. Look for special patterns

> Square of a sum or difference?

> Difference of two squares?

6. Look at the discriminant - is it worth trying?

7. If a ≠ 1, consider guess & check or British method

Try these situations:
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 - 12) = 0 and find solutions 
-7 & 12

 - 12 = 0.  What are the solutions now?

 = 0.  Solutions?

What is common about all of these situations?

can solve by taking a square root.

By adding 9 to both sides we get a nice result:  

x2 + 6x + 9 is called a perfect square trinomial because it can be written as (x ± a)2

Completing the square

What value of b will make the following perfect squares?
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Suppose I have x2 + 10x and I want to add some number of 1's to "complete a 

perfect square"
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any

6.A.3 The Quadratic Formula

6A.2 1cfi,2cfi,3bcef Completing the square

6A.3 1beh,2bcef Quadratic formula (hand – check w/ calc)

QB: 11,15
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Let's do an example:

Try some:

2

..."touches the x - axis exactly once."

..."has two identical solutions." 6B 2all,3all, 4bdf Discriminant

QB: 12,14
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Features of the Mother func./on

> Pa?/ern from origin is over 1 up 1, over 1 up 3, over 1 up 5, ... over 1 up by odd

 of the axis of symmetry into the func./on to fi/n

Try these.  Sketch showing zeros, vertex, and axis of symmetry.

 to iden./fy the direc./on and width (roughl

-intercept, and zeros if factorable.

6C.1: #1bcf,2,3,4bef,5,6cfi,8beh (Sketching parabolas)

6C.1: #7, p. 170 more factoring practice

QB: 2, 3, 8

Plug in 

 to visualize direction

Find 

 to visualize direction
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 can be made into a perfect square binomial by

adding The resulting perfect square binomial is 

1. Completing the square
2. Using the discriminant

Completing the square to help graph a function

f(x) = a(x - h)2 + k.  Why?

easier to graph!

We can now graph the vertex at (-3, -13).  We can find the roots by finding the 

-intercept

leading coefficient ( ) is not one!

Present: 1c,4e, 8e:  Need to be able to do these quickly and efficiently.  Practice!
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6C.2: #2bdf,3cf (Graph from vertex form (completing the square))

6C.3: #1cf,2bd,3,4 (Discriminant in graphing)

QB: #6,9,10 (IB Practice)

Positive Definite and Negative Definite

Happens when:  > 0 (opens up) and discriminant is negative (no roots)

Happens when:  < 0 (opens down) and discriminant is negative (no roots)

So (-8)  - 4( )(2) = 0

So [-(  + 1)]  - 4( )(-3) = 0

 - 10

 - 10
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an equation in an appropriate form, then track down the remaining 

specific equation from others of the same form. 

Exponential function

Present: #1 all (verbally), #2, 3, 4

Positive Definite and Negative Definite

Happens when:  > 0 (opens up) and discriminant is negative (no roots)

Happens when:  < 0 (opens down) and discriminant is negative (no roots)

6D: #1cf,2abc,3bdf,4def (Find quadratic from graph or info)
QB: #4,5,8,13(a-c) (IB Practice)

Next consider the graph at right.  We have three 

points, but none of them are "key" points.  Can we 

find an equation now?

That equation will look like y = ax2 + bx + c.

To go through the three given points, we require 

that:

5 = a(-2)2 + b(-2) + c to go through (-2,5)

16 = a(-3)2 + b(-3) + c to go through (-3,16)

8 = a(1)2 + b(1) + c to go through (1,8)

Does this ring a bell?
How about this:

4a - 2b + c = 5

9a - 3b + c = 16

a +  b + c = 8

Remember matrix equations?

We can solve with inverse matrices (calculator).

So the equation for the graph above, that goes through the three points, is

y = 3x2 + 4x + 1

Try one: Find an equation of a quadratic that passes though (4,3), (1, -7) and (5, 6)
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They share a common (

6E: #1bd,2cd,3d,5,7 (Intersections of lines & parabolas)
All except #7 by now!

In general, the intersections of 

Simpler cases can be done 

We will consider here only lines and parabolas.  How many situations are there?

. (one linear, one 
quadratic)

Let's do one on a calculator to visualize:

A catapult launches a water balloon such that is follows the trajectory 2
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Quadratics come up often in real world problems, often when optimizing something.

Success with problem solving takes practice - feeling into the territory and developing an 
instinct for what path will lead you to the solution.  Some hints:

Read the problem carefully.  Pay attention to detail and, in particular, what the question 
is asking for.
S

write them down (including units of 
measure)
Translate the problem into an equation 

 = <blah> .  When you do, you are essentially trying to solve the 
problem in your head.
Check that the quantities in your equation are of the same units.  You can only add and 
subtract like units.
Use your algebra to solve the equation.

6F: #1-11 odd (Problem solving with quadratics)

QB: #7(a-c) (IB Practice)

Note: At this point we are practicing applications.  The even numbered problems in 

6F will give you additional practice.

Present 6E: #3d,5,7
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 is the extreme point.  Understand the meaning of it's 
 coordinate is at -b/2a if the equation is in standard form.

The sign of the leading coefficient will tell you whether the function has a minimum or a 
maximum.

A graphing calculator can be very helpful if it's allowed.  See [2ND][CALC][MINIMUM] or 
[MAXIMUM]

Here are some to try:

6G: #1-11 all (Optimization with quadratics)

More 6F as needed.

Present 6F: #5,7,9,11.  Do 13-19 odd in class - due at end of period.
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A summary of the things to know about quadratics
Find a quadratic from three points using matrices.

Use the discriminant. 

Solve an equation - GCF, patterns, factoring, complete the square, quadratic formula.


